Jang Seeders
Helpful Videos on the JP Series
“Getting Started with Your New JP-1 Jang Seeder”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wx9BGXvjXLY
Seed Spacing Video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-wKsHv5Wjs

Jang JP Questions and Notes for Small Seeds:
Q: How will I know what rollers that I need?
A: Email us a list of what seeds that you will be planting and how many inches apart. We then match
you with the appropriate roller for each seed.
Q: How do the seed rollers work?
A: The seed rollers have slots to cradle each seed planted.
Q: How do I know the diameter of my seed?
A: The most accurate way to measure your seed’s diameter in millimeters is to use a micrometer.
However, a wonderfully handy instrument is the Jang Seeder hopper lid. It turns upside down to serve
as a tool to measure your seeds.

Q: Do you have an idea what rollers that I may need for my seeds and applications?
A: Please see the chart below for common seeds, spacings, and suggested rollers:

Q: How can I adjust my seed spacings?
A: The roller may have 4, 6, 8, 12, or 24 slots depending on your spacing needs and the seed being
planted. By using different sprockets, you can adjust the seed spacings with the correct rollers.
For instance, Arugula would require the YX roller to match the 2.5 mm seed size.
And Basil would require the YYJ roller to accommodate the 3 mm seed size.
The only other information that we would need to know is how far apart you want to plant the seeds.
Should you wish your arugula seeds to be 6” apart, you would select the YX-6 Roller and use the two
11 tooth sprockets. Or perhaps you would want your arugula seeds to be 8” apart, you would chose
the
YX-Roller and use the 13 tooth sprocket on the rear the 10 tooth sprocket on the front.
Or if you are planting basil and you want your seeds 8” apart, you would select the YYJ-6 roller and
use the 13 tooth sprocket in the rear and the 10 tooth sprocket in the front.
Or if you want your basil seeds to be 10” apart, you would select the YYJ-6 Roller and use the 14
tooth sprocket on the rear the 9 tooth sprocket on the front.
JP-1 Bargain Bundle
Includes: JP-1 Jang Hand Seeder with our 6 most popular rollers

(Or You May Choose Your Own).
Easy Roller Exchange Program*!
*Easy Roller Exchange Program: This purchase of a Jang Seeder and Rollers
qualifies the buyer to participate in our Roller Exchange program. You may mail back
an unused roller/s for an exchange of the roller/s of your choice of equal value during
the first season of use.
The JP-1 Jang Seeder Singulates and spaces small seeds accurately, saving you
seeds and time. The sprockets allow you to adjust the seed spacing. A must for the
serious gardener! For precise seeding, the JP-1 Jang Hand Seeder allows you to
change the seed spacings. Additional Rollers are available. For instance, the most
widely used rollers will likely (depending on your varieties) plant the following:
• F-12 (Spinach at 2-5" apart)
• LJ-12 (Large Beets, Okra, Swiss Chard at 2-5" apart)
• MJ-12 (Beets, Pelleted Carrots, Cilantro, Coated Lettuce, Coated Onion,
• Sorghum, and Baby Swiss Chard at 2-5" apart)
• X-24 (Carrots, Leeks, Mesculin, Onion, Radish, and Scallion at 1/2" - 2 1/2"
• apart)
• YYJ-12 (Arugula, Basil, Broccoli, Kale, Parsley, and Turnip at 2"-5" apart)
• XY-24 Roller (Lettuce at 1/2 - 2" apart)

Q: How many sprockets come with the Jang Seeder?
A: The Jang Seeder comes with 6 sprockets. The two sprockets on the unit are 11 tooth sprockets.
In addition, you will receive a 9, 10, 13, and 14 tooth sprocket. The sprockets can be interchanged to
regulate the spacings between the seeds.
Q: What rollers do growers typically order?
A: The most used rollers are Y, X, F, MJ, LJ, XY, and YYJ rollers.
Q: For a typical garden, how many rollers should I order?
A: For most growers, we suggest starting with 6 rollers. Our thoughts are for the grower gets used to
how the machine works. As you start using it, you will decide if you need more.
Q: Why are there so many rollers from which to choose?
A: There are many varieties of seeds. The Jang Seeder has 40+ rollers to accommodate the many
selections the grower may be using. See chart below:
Please note: you will find a lot of flexibility in the rollers. The ½ mm difference may not be critical to
every grower and you will be able to use many rollers for a variety of seeds.
Q: Is there somewhere that I could see pictures of what the rollers look like?
A: Yes, the commonly used rollers from our inventory are below:

How does the JP-1 work with corn?:
A: All corn seed isn't uniform in size. So it's critical that the grower know the diameter of the seed s/he
is using and match that to the appropriate roller. If you don't have a micrometer to check the seed
size, you can use a drill bit set, drill a hole in some scrap material and see how the seed fits in there.
Also, it's important to note that seed singularization is not a guarantee but can oftentimes be
accomplished through the combination of brush settings and the right roller. Also, removing or
adjusting the felt lined guide plate may improve your corn planting process.
We also sell a separate, dedicated model (TD Series) that is better suited to singulate corn, beans
and pumpkin seed-- it's a plate design vs. the roller design. The walk behind model is a TD-1 and the
3 pt. hitch model is a TDR.
•
•

•

Corn may use the N-6. A-6, or AA-6. The N-6 rollers will not singulate. It may drop multiple
seeds from time to time.
The N-6 roller has an arrow on the roller. The grower MUST put the roller in the proper way or
the machine will jam. Please look for the arrow on the roller and install the roller so it turns
with the arrow. Also, on some larger seeds, it will be necessary to take the "plate" out or
adjust the brush.
If growers are doing just corn or just corn and beans, They may want to purchase the Model
TD-1. This does a better job with larger seeds only.

Q: How does the JP-1 work with peas?:
A: The Jang Seeder works remarkably well with peas. You will want more than likely the BL-12 roller
as it is drilled a tad deeper and beveled along the top edges to accept the pea seed. Should you find
that the pea seeds are skipping, try to use less seeds in the hopper. The weight of a large amount of
pea seeds in the hopper creates a bridging effect and prevents a free flow of seeds into the roller
slots. This is also applicable to beans and corn.

Q: What would you recommend for Green Manure?:
A: Here’s the best option that the Jang can perform on Green Manure. The Jang cannot singulate
grasses. However, you may take out the guide plate (a copper spring with felt on it to keep the seeds
in place until they drop) and use the J-8 roller. This roller has a half moon shape that can harbor a
small number seeds and can disperse a few at a time. Having said that, it may not be as ideal for
grasses as a simple grass seed spreader.
Q: How do I place an order?
A: You may place an order on our Woodward Crossings Country Basics Online Shopping Cart
at WoodwardCrossings.com
Q: How does the hopper release?:
A: The Hopper easily releases by using your thumb or palm on the rear clip.

Q: How do I adjust the furrower depth?
A: The depth adjustment screw is on the front of the seed metering unit, just behind the front wheel.
You will need a 13 mm wrench.
Q: Why are there notches on the shaft and do they represent depth?:
A:The notches are "just there" and don’t really represent a measurement. You may want to use a
black permanent marker and make your own at 1/2" and 1" depths.

Q: Can I adjust the body?
A: The body can be moved a little to the left and to the right. The wing nut is for locking the whole
seed unit in place.

Q: What can I do if I have static electricity?:
A: The rollers are molded with special anti-static material. However, small seeds like lettuce
sometimes seem to encourage static electricity in the hopper or double shoe. In this case, you may
want to run a dryer sheet over the components

Q: Is there anything that I can do if the hole in the roller is not quite large or deep enough?
A: Obviously, this cannot be undone or exchanged, but you may use a drill bit to widen or deepen the
circular slots on the roller.

Jang TD Questions and Notes for Large Seeds:

Helpful Video on the TD Series
https://youtu.be/hIEkttGRuho
Q: The main seeds I will be planting are corn, peas, lima beans, pumpkins, and various large
beans. What do I order?
A: Each seed that you mention will take its own plate. Also, a good option is to purchase "pilot"
plates. These have the pilot holes pre-drilled and then the grower can drill them as needed so that
you'll have a good fit for your variety.
Q: Why are the plates of varying thicknesses?
A: The thicknesses of the plates vary as the larger seeds require thicker plates .

TD-1 Typically used plates are:
TD6T8P 6mm plate, 8 round 9/16” diameter holes for beans
TD6T16L 6mm plate, 16 round 3/8” diameter holes for peas
TDA2 6mm plate, 8 round 5/16” diameter holes for corn
TD5T8B 5mm plate, with 8 pilot holes
TD4T1B 4mm plate with 1 pilot hole (typically for pumpkin) – Drill to size

Helpful Hints:
1.) On the TD-1, make sure that the plate when inserted has the white arrow on the top. The tapered
hole slots need to be on the underside (bottom).
2.) Also, remember to line up the arrow direction on the plate to the arrow on the corner of the
hoppers.
3.) Clean, dry seed will work best
4.) The spacing chart is just a recommendation. It will very between soil types, and soil conditions.
5.) Obviously, we need to check the seed size/seed hole size to make sure it is correct
6.) The brush height should be adjusted corrected
7.) The prongs on the backside of the brush assembly, should be adjusted so that one of the fingers
is riding completely over one of the holes in the disc

NOTES

